
2015 CNYO SNOWGAINE XIX RULES and SPECIAL NOTES  

 
1. Event starts Sat. at 8:30 am with an end by 4:30 pm and restarts Sun. at 8:00 am with a finish at 4:00 pm for a 

total 16 hour event.  Maps will be handed out at 7:30 am Sat. (1 hour prior to race start) in the Paco Malone Mtg. 
Center at Camp Zerbe. A mandatory short pre-race meeting of all competitors will be held at 8:25 am Sat. 

 

2. There are 46 controls for a total of 1806 points.  The value of each control is 10 x the first digit PLUS 1 (i.e., 

 control #55 is worth 51 points; 50+1). Team with the highest point total at the end of the event wins. Ties will be 
 broken  using “first in – first win”. 

 

3. Penalties for Overtime each day are as follows: 
 Day 1 - Delayed restart on Day 2 by three times amount overtime on Sat. return. 

 Day 2 - Starting at minus 1 point for the first minute the penalty will DOUBLE each minute thereafter (i.e., minus 

 512 points at 10 minute). 
 Automatic DSQ with no restart on Sun. for any team not back to base by 6:00 pm on Sat. 

 

4. When you return to base at the end of each day you must immediately turn in your punch card to meet officials. 

You will get a new card for Sunday before you restart.  
 

 5. The map is a rogaine style map using select mapping symbols used for all CNYO "Gaining" events with a  

  1:25,000 scale & 2.5m contours covering approximately 100 sq. km of the Happy Valley WMA and Oswego  
  County Forests. This map includes a portion of the regular IOF standard Orienteering map(s) used for the 2011  

  US Classic Orienteering Champs, with minor details eliminated. Contours are generated from specifically flown,  

  and highly accurate, Lidar data with additional details derived from NYS GIS aerial photos from 2011 and some  
  actual field surveys.  An attempt has been made to depict the most recent trail grooming status at the time of event 

  using standard Ski-O green overprints. A legend of the "select symbols" is printed on the map. Separate IOF  

  standard & written control descriptions for each team member is included in your meet packet. 

 
6. Each control site consists of 2-3 large bi-colored metal signs wrapped around a tree at the feature, along with a 

sign in board and a pin punch. Be sure to clearly punch in the correct box on the punch card you received at 

check-in as this will be the only proof accepted that you have visited the site. Also please completely and 
accurately sign in on each board at the site. This is needed for safety, for figuring routes/splits after the event and 

it adds to the "hunter-seeker" aspect of the competition. We started placing these controls each weekend starting 

on Feb. 1 and there has been a few major snow & wind storms during this duration that may have effected the 

sign-in board or associated pencil and (very seldom) the pin punch. If these components are not attached directly 
below the orange & white metal "controls" poke around in the snow in the immediate location to see if it can be 

located. Taking a personal pencil would be a good idea in case the one attached has a broken lead, etc. 

 
7. There is no drinking water or other aid stations on the course. Make sure you carry enough water and some kind 

of nourishment for the duration with you. Warm food (burgers, soup or stew/chili, etc.) and various drinks will be 

provided at Camp Zerbe in the Paco Malone Mtg. Center starting at approximately 3:30 pm both days. 
 

8. Team members must stay together AT ALL TIMES (within regular conversation distance). Teams can use ANY 

mode of non-motorized personal winter transportation they deem suitable BUT this equipment must stay with 

competitors AT ALL TIMES while in the forest. You may return to base and exchange or drop gear at any time.  

 

9. Private lands are out-of-bounds. If you get caught on private land breaking these rules, DO NOT MENTION 
 THIS EVENT. Our hosting future events is very dependant on good neighbor relations and we will inform anyone  

 contacting  us about trespassing that we have no idea who you are and that you're not a part of this event. There IS 

 a snitch rule in effect - If another team sees you on private land or doing an illegal equipment drop and reports it 

 to the meet officials, you will lose the points of the control you were going for at that time. (But then how would 
 they know if they weren't ALSO on the private land?). The property lines on the map are a red line-dash-line 

 symbol for State lines and dashed red lines for County lines. In the forest the State lines are blazed Yellow and are 

 easily located. The County lines are blazed Red or have an orange sign but very often are non-existent and very 
 difficult to locate. Often, private posted signs will be more noticeable than County blazes - but don't count on it. 

 



10. Crossing any possible hazardous area is the choice of the individuals and is at their own risk. We do not 

recommend ever doing so.  Possible, important route choice decisions will involve the crossing of frozen marshes, 
swamps and ponds & lakes. Crossing thin ice is VERY dangerous and we have not officially checked the 

thickness of ice on bodies of standing water. With that said, as of last weekend we had crossed many of these 

water hazards with little to no trouble. As long as extreme care and observation is used, by carefully watching for 

& giving wide berth of open water, differing color changes and textures of surface snow and properly having 
weight distribution equipment (skis best, snowshoes next best, plain feet worse) your odds of not drowning or at 

the very least getting a good soaking, may be greatly improved. There is a layer of water/slush trapped under the 

surface snow layer and the solid ice on lakes that sometimes oozes to the surface after the first person passes. If 
you do attempt to cross a large body of water it is best practice to have about 5-10 meters separating each 

individual so odds are better of not having the entire team breaking through. Related point; many wide fast 

moving streams are not frozen but occasionally a snow "bridge" or fallen log may be located to aid in crossing 
with dry feet - but don't count on it. Crossing any possible hazardous area is the choice of the individuals and is at 

their own risk. We do not recommend ever doing so. 

 

11. Make sure you are wearing the proper clothing for the weather conditions. Take extra socks, gloves, etc. in case 
you get wet. Hypothermia is a big concern when wet & tired. 

 

12. The vast majority of truck trails that cross through the area are groomed snowmobile trails. On the competition 
 map a green overprint used for standard Ski-Orienteering is used to denote width and amount used, i.e., solid 

 green = wide (3-5 meters), dashed = medium to narrow (~1-2 meter), dotted = single sled width. The wide (most) 

 trails are very heavily traveled by very fast and surprising difficult to hear (at least until they hit you) machines. 
 While the vast majority of the operators have a fair amount of experience and will slow down when approaching 

 other objects on the trail there inevitably will be yaboes from "down south" who have very little experience and 

 will hop on a 500 lb. bullet and assume that it stops or turns just like any motor vehicle, which it doesn't. These 

 types are almost always the ones you hear about wrapped around some tree or such and are what you really 
 should be watching out for. While on these trails, the safest method of travel is in single file always on the far left 

 side of the trail facing oncoming traffic. Having the brightest dressed individual lead wouldn't hurt either. At all 

 times while on the trails keep very vigilant and watch for the "yaboes". 


